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We may be idealists, but we deeply believe  
the logistics industry has a real impact  
on the state of our planet.

Sustainability is undoubtedly one of the 
key topics that we need to take care of 
today. Every business, especially rapidly 
growing eCommerce companies and those 
closely related to the logistics sector, con-
tributes the proverbial brick to the state in 
which we leave the environment for future 
generations.

We are part of a larger environmental, so-
cial, and economic ecosystem for which we 
are responsible, both as service providers 
and consumers. It is only by joining forces 
and taking action together that we can im-
prove the existing ecological situation, and 
proudly say that we do it consciously.

The logistics industry does this by making 
efforts, taking further steps, and chang-
ing existing business decisions - by placing 
warehouses and distribution points more 
efficiently, switching from convention-
al packaging materials to green solutions 
based on recycled packaging or returnable 
packaging, and aiming to reduce carbon 
offsetting through decisions to focus on 
eco-friendly delivery (including the use of 

green helices, biofuels, and route optimiza-
tion programs).

We want not only to see the business world 
moving in the direction of eco, but also to 
be a part of it. That is why we are sharing 
with you today our comprehensive report 
detailing the aforementioned actions.

Come and see what else you, as a part of 
the industry, can do for the planet - and 
help us take care of the future and educate 
others on environmentally friendly topics.
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The ebook was created in cooperation with four 
entities from the logistics industry, representing 
different links of the supply chain:

Linker Cloud - provides fulfillment services for eCommerce and D2C companies - 
allowing them to focus on growing their business instead of dealing with logistics 
issues. Linker Cloud simplifies the process of international fulfillment by connecting 
brands to their nearest software-enabled warehouses and then managing all 
aspects of the process. 

Packhelp - an international group of 250 professionals helping over 50,000 
companies across Europe. A regular packaging producer by day and fast-growing 
tech company by night, on a mission to empower brands to be better at packaging. 
Over the past few years, Packhelp has raised more than €50 million with the ultimate 
goal of becoming a sustainable leader in the global packaging marketplace.

Direct Link - an international eCommerce logistics solutions provider owned by 
PostNord. They work globally and have operations and local personnel in Sweden, 
Germany, the UK, Poland, the Netherlands, Turkey, the US, Brazil, Hong Kong, 
Singapore, and China.

Cushman & Wakefield - a real estate service provider. The company’s services 
include real estate investment, development, management, property buying and 
selling, agency leasing and brokerage services, as well as real estate rental and 
leasing services.
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Global Climate  
Situation: the most 
important facts,  
strategies, and future 
perspectives

The point at which the global climate sit-
uation started to deteriorate is hard to 
determine clearly. Based on data provid-
ed by NASA, we can assume that there 
has been progressive degradation of the 
environment since the 1950s, and that 
human activity was a major contributor 
to this1.

Accelerating climate change, caused 
mainly by global warming, has resulted, in-
ter alia, in rising temperatures, higher sea 
and ocean levels, the gradual melting of 

glaciers, extreme weather incidents, and 
ocean acidification. All of these events 
are happening more than 250 times fast-
er than at any time in history, which is a 
frightening statistic.

And yet these changes are not the only 
current problems in the world. One of the 
most widespread issues is plastic pollu-
tion. It would not be an overstatement at 
all to say that the use of this material has 
exceeded our boldest expectations. As a 
population, we are now producing twice 
as much plastic waste as we were twenty 
years ago, according to the Organisation 
for Economic Co-operation and Develop-
ment (OECD) information, and only 9% of 
it is successfully recycled2.

Aquatic environments suffer the most 
from plastic pollution, with an estimated 
30 million tonnes of plastic waste in the 
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Although scientific reports and studies 
have been pointing out the growing envi-
ronmental problems for decades, it seems 
that a real buzz around this topic has only 
started to grow in recent years. Without 
a doubt, the actions taken by the young 
Scandinavian activist Greta Thunberg in 
2018 played a huge role in terms of public 
awareness and mass media reports.
 
This, in turn, has led to further actions, 
such as the World Economic Forum in 
Davos in 2020 identifying, for the first 

time ever, the top five global risks solely 
caused by environmental factors45. The 
COVID-19 pandemic also brought about a 
significant change in people’s attitudes 
to environmental issues. Short videos or 
photos from tourist cities, depopulated 
at that time, showing the changes that 
took place in just a few months of re-
duced human activity, were very impres-
sive. For the first time in many years, the 
water in the Venetian canals was crystal 
clear. So, what do the figures say?

seas and oceans and around 109 million 
tonnes floating in rivers. However, plastics 
are not just a matter of water pollution - 
above all is the damage done to wildlife 
and the negative impact on biodiversi-

ty in this environment. As in other areas, 
current predictions are not very encour-
aging here either. The world’s cumulative 
production of plastics is expected to rise 
to 34 billion tonnes by 20503.

Yearly production
Resins and fibers

Accumulation
1950-2017

9200 millions tons

Global plastic production and accumulation
...and future trends
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Source: UNEP (2021), From Pollution to Sollution: A global assessent of marine litter and plastic pollution.  
Nairobi.
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According to the 2021 report on “How the 
COVID-19 Pandemic has Impacted Con-
sumer Attitudes About the Environment” 
prepared by Mastercard, which surveyed 
people in 24 countries, around 58% of re-

spondents said they became more envi-
ronmentally aware since the pandemic. 
Meanwhile, an average of 85% said they 
would take personal action for the envi-
ronment and sustainable living in 2021.6

The same study also indicates that one of 
the reasons why environmental issues have 
gained prominence in people’s minds is the 
time they may have spent thinking about 

and considering their environmental im-
pact. Of those who declared a change in at-
titude towards eco-friendliness, about 44% 
said they had more time to think about it.

Source: How the COVID-19 Pandemic has Impacted Consumer Attitudes About the Environment,  
Mastercard Report, 2021, p. 5
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Nearly three in five (58%) respondents are now more aware of 
their environmental impact since COVID-19
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New strategies, more greenery?

The global climate crisis may be the single biggest challenge facing humanity. And since 
it is caused by us humans, we are also in the position to solve it. As an industry, we rec-
ognize the scale of the challenge, and we are committed to take the lead in paving the 
way for a climate transition of the transport and logistics sector.

It is therefore no wonder that the world, moved by recent events and updated reports, is 
at least trying to act more forcefully on the environment and the changes that are taking 
place. It seems that the most extensive activities are those connected with global warming 
and, above all, with the global production of greenhouse gasses, including carbon dioxide.

As a result, the main effort is to undertake a net zero plan which, over the next 30 years, 
should lead to zero man-made CO2 emissions7. Although this idea is supported by many 
countries, it turns out that the changes are too small and too slow to produce a real 
effect. The report “The net-zero transition” by McKinsey & Company, published in Jan-
uary this year, argues that the world is not ready for a real transition to a net-zero sys-
tem, indicating that most of the commitments already made have not been supported 
by specific plans, and that such a transition cannot take place in separation from fur-
ther economic development8. Even though the predictions are not optimistic at all, this 
is currently one of the most important strategies for dealing with climate change. The 
statistics bear this out - although 2020 was the year in which CO2 production was signif-
icantly reduced, as early as 2021 everything started to return to normal. In some cases 
production even beat pre-pandemic records, such as global CO2 emissions from energy 
combustion and industrial processes reaching their highest ever annual level.9

Source: IEA, Annual change in CO2 emissions by sector, 2021, IEA, Paris https://www.iea.org/data-and-statistics/
charts/annual-change-in-co2-emissions-by-sector-2021
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The aforementioned report concludes 
with a seemingly simple and obvious mes-
sage: only joint, coordinated action by 
governments, businesses, institutions, 
and people will be able to make a real dif-
ference globally, since every country and 
sector has its share of greenhouse gas 
production.

Clearly, the condition of the global envi-
ronment also depends on social change 
and urban development. Studies indicate 
that by 2050, about 70% of the popula-
tion will be urbanised. We know that cities 
consume around 66% of the world’s energy 
and account for over 80% of global GDP. 
Their impact on the environment is unde-
niable, and the policies applied at this level 
will have a direct bearing on quality of life 
and the state of the planet10.

Anti-pollution techniques also form an 
integral part of a sustainable develop-
ment strategy and efforts in this field may 
prove to be a priority, for example the 
disposal of plastic.

What does the future hold?

Today it is difficult to predict a precise future scenario. The times in which we live are 
so uncertain that we do not know what to expect. Arup, a company with over 75 years 
of experience in the sustainable development field, has written the 2050 Scenarios 
report outlining four potential visions of the future that await each of us as a society. 

Apart from the rather sad vision of total extinction, there is also a positive scenario in 
which we live in harmony with nature or one where we do our best to improve the con-
dition of our planet by adapting to demanding regulations11. As equally likely as they 
all may seem, they all reach the same conclusion: it is still mostly in our hands.



The impact of the 
 

& logistics industry  
on environmental issues
The complexity of eCommerce operations and the enormity of the processes that 
make up the entire supply chain suggest that eCommerce is a major contributor to 
environmental degradation. However, it turns out that the opposite is true. A study 
conducted in November 2021 by the German Öko Institut in Freiburg proves that by 
visiting a traditional store and shopping there, we harm our environment three times 
more than when buying online. On the example of one pair of shoes, whose movement 
was tracked in both sales channels, it was shown that eCommerce emits 1030g of CO2 
into the atmosphere, while the same purchase in a stationary store generates over 
three times as much, specifically 3270g of CO2

12.
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Retaile commerce sales worldwide from 2014 to 2024
in billion U.S. dollars

2019
3,354

2020
4,280

2021
4,891

2022
5,424

2023
5,908

2024
6,388

2014
1,336

2015
1,514

2016
1,645

2017
2,382

2018
2,982

Source:  The future of eCommerce trend report 2022 by Shopify, p. 14



This is not to say that eCommerce is purely good for the environment, as it unfortu-
nately has a lot of downsides too.

As mentioned earlier, there is no country or sector that is irrelevant in terms of envi-
ronmental challenges. And it is no different with eCommerce, especially as the sector 
is growing incredibly fast - it is expected to reach a level of more than $6 trillion by 
2025. The COVID-19 pandemic has been a great driver of these tremendous increas-
es, giving the industry a boost13.

11

Undoubtedly, this is great news for all 
companies operating in this and related 
sectors, but it is equally significant for 
the planet. However, is it as relevant as 
you might think?
 
According to a 2020 report, “Is eCom-
merce good for Europe? Economic and 
environmental impact study” by Oliver 
Wayman, the average eCommerce busi-
ness in Europe has a lower environmental 
impact than a traditional, non-food re-
tailer. In light of the predictions quoted 
earlier, this is good news14.
 
But it does not mean that we should rest 
on our laurels. The most noticeable en-
vironmental impact of eCommerce lies 
primarily in the areas of transport and 
the generated carbon footprint, as well 
as packaging, its type, and the quantity 
of materials used. 

Rising levels of carbon dioxide are a cru-
cial factor in exacerbating the problem of 
global warming, causing the accumulation 
of solar energy and higher temperatures 
worldwide. Due to growing demand, glob-
al transport will also expand and thereby 
raise its share of CO2 production. Because 

of these key shifts in the eCommerce 
and logistics sector, the green movement 
is most likely to involve a re-shaping of 
transport, the use of less polluting fuels, 
and a switch to more sustainable solutions 
such as shorter delivery distances and al-
ternative modes of transportation in urban 
areas (e.g. bicycles). We shall explain this in 
more detail over the next few chapters.

What is sure to attract a huge dose of 
activity and attention from manufactur-
ers, eCommerce owners, and consumers 
alike is packaging materials - largely due 
to the growing crisis of plastic waste.

Packaging is already a complex problem, 
so much that it cannot be solved sim-
ply by making changes at any particular 
stage. It becomes a challenge from the 
point of production, which is the respon-
sibility of the manufacturer, through 
delivery, which falls to online retailers, 
and finally to sorting or recycling, which 
remains the consumer’s choice. At each 
of these steps, at least a few things can 
be done to improve the situation.

To better illustrate this point, we refer to 
the report by the Oceana Foundation, 
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which for several years has been sound-
ing the alarm and drawing attention to 
the plastic pollution of water. Released 
in December 2021, this study particularly 
caught our attention because it focus-
es on the amount of waste produced in 

relation to online purchases. Again, the 
statistics don’t work in our favour - in 
2020 the world’s eCommerce industry 
used around 1.296 billion kg of plastic 
packaging, and by 2026 this number will 
more than double15.

One often overlooked aspect is the pack-
aging provided by the manufacturer. 
Although online sales are growing at an 
amazing rate, 98% of pre-packaging is 
still designed for physical stores. This 
requires attention and a premium look, 
rather than taking up as little space as 
possible during shipping.

Demand for plastic postal packaging and 
flexible plastics is expected to rise the 
most, as these are most often used for 
deliveries by online shops. And it is not 
the only use of this material during the 
preparation of a parcel - let’s not forget 
about tapes, fillings, and labels. 

Although this report takes on the plastic 
sins of the eCommerce giant and mul-
ti-market hegemon Amazon, it still con-
tains plenty of data relevant to the sec-
tor as a whole. Focusing on one certain 
company is just an expression of help-

lessness and an example of why action 
should concern everyone, especially the 
biggest players.

However, there is a light at the end of 
this sad statistic, and that is the new 
trend of reCommerce, also known as re-
verse commerce.

By definition, it is the process of re-sell-
ing used (or new, but outdated) prod-
ucts. This trend is most often used by 
the fashion industry (luxury items, which 
most people cannot afford at regular 
prices from new collections, are really 
popular) and electronics. The trend is 
clearly on an upward trajectory: data col-
lected by ThredUp’s 2020 Fashion Resale 
Market Analysis show that C2C ReCom-
merce, and B2B ReCommerce are ex-
pected to hit $64 billion dollars by 2024, 
compared to $28B a few years ago16. 
However, such a tendency is not only in-

The e-commerce industry produced 2.9 billion pounds
of plastic packaging waste in 2020
Total e-commerce industry’s annual plastic packaging waste

YEAR 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

million kg 1296 1610 1834 2096 2403 2763 3189

million 
pounds 2857 3549 4044 4621 5297 6091 7031

Source:  Mordor Intelligence, Amazon’s enormous and rapidly growing plastic pollution problem, 
report by Oceana, p. 8
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dicated by this single publication; Coresight Research 
forecasts that the reCommerce market will grow even 
quicker - 20 times faster than the overall retail market 
and 5 times faster than the off-price market17. Moreo-
ver, GlobalData estimates that the total global apparel 
market (resale and donations) will grow to $51 billion 
by 202318.

Younger consumers, who are already accustomed to 
co-sharing services such as Uber and Airbnb, are most 
likely to make purchases using this model. Cushman & 
Wakefield, in its report on “Ecommerce is bursting at 
the seams, and warehouses with it”, cites data that 
such purchases are most often made by younger 
consumers in the age groups of 16-24 (81%) and 25-
34 (80%) years old. 

As we will show many times in this ebook, it is the 
newer generations of consumers that fuel eco-solu-
tions in every industry; younger people have a very 
high ecological awareness and the need to care for 
the planet. Therefore, special attention should be paid 
to these facts by brands for which such customers 
are their main target groups for sales.

Looking at the development of the industry, reCom-
merce certainly sounds encouraging; However, does it 
really have as positive an impact on the environment 
as we might expect at first glance? The answer is sim-
ple: definitely yes!

A report prepared by the consulting firm McKinsey & 
Company and the Global Fashion Agenda shows that 
each percentage point in the growth of the so-called 
circular economy will equate to saving 13 million tons 
of CO2 equivalent. The authors of the study forecast 
that the fashion industry’s emissions will be reduced 
by 13 million tons of CO2 equivalent by 2030, which 
accounts for 8.5% of the total planned global emis-
sions reduction19.



 
can clients leverage green  
business decisions?

Consumers are increasingly aware of the need to care for the environment,  
and are voting with their wallets for brands that embrace eco-friendly solutions. 
 
What’s more, they are willing to pay more for green products - according to data col-
lected by IBM in the “Meet the 2020 consumers driving change” report, as many as 6 
in 10 shoppers surveyed said they want to change their shopping habits to help the 
environment. As many as 8/10ths of shoppers surveyed stressed that sustainability 
issues are extremely important to them, and as many as 70% confirmed that they are 
willing to pay up to 35% more than the standard price for a sustainable and environ-
mentally responsible product20.

14

Source: Reasons for choosing a brand’s products:  the significant role of green action in the broad sense,  
IBM report

Consumers are looking for brands that:

Provide products and services that help simplify my life

Offer “clean” products

Provide products with health and wellnes benefits

Are sustainable and/or envionmentally responsible

Support recycling

Use organic ingredients

Very important Modeately important Slightly or not important

53%

50%

46%

45%

44%

41%

31%

28%

31%

32%

32%

32%

16%

21%

23%

23%

24%

28%

14
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Interestingly, environmentally conscious shopping choices are the domain of younger 
shoppers. However, older generations also do not completely forget about this factor 
when putting products in their baskets.

Each age group surveyed is very consistent in the relative importance 
of sustainability and health-related attributes of what they buy. 
(Precentage of respondents citing these attributes Very/Extremly/Moderately importaint to them.)

“Clean” products

Sustainable/enviroment responsible

Health and wellness benefits

Support recycling

Natural/organic ingredients

85%

80%

75%

70%

65%

Gen Z Millenials Gen X Boomers

79%

81%
80%
79%
78%

80%
78%

75%
74%
73%

67%

78%
77%

73%

76%
75%

72%
71%

It is also worth noting that COVID-19 has had a significant impact on people’s purchas-
ing decisions. One in three customers surveyed by Mastercard highlighted that they 
are now more mindful of their impact on the environment since the pandemic21. The 
same study shows that over half (54%) place more importance on reducing their carbon 
footprint than they had pre-pandemic, which in turn is extremely important information 
from the point of view of the logistics sector.

Consumers themselves also emphasize that a significant factor influencing the change 
in these attitudes was pro-environmental education carried out by the companies 
themselves on social media, among other platforms. As shown in the Mastercard study 
cited above, more than half of the 55+ age group, who for the most part do not use so-
cial media, were educated on these topics via TV ads (compared to Gen Z at 43%)22.

What’s more, all of these factors have also made customers more assertive in their de-
cisions. In the same study, consumers indicate much higher expectations of companies 

Source: Importance of ecological sustainability in the buying process by buyer generation, IBM report
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in terms of sustainability and a much greater likelihood of boycotting brands that do 
not meet these demanding criteria. Taking this even further, 30% of those surveyed said 
they would move away from brands that have no eco plan for the near future.

But how can you, as a company, meet the green expectations of your customers? Some 
online retailers are afraid to be transparent about their green efforts for fear of being 
accused of greenwashing - that is, to put it mildly, talking a lot and bragging about the 
green aspects of doing business, while not doing really enough on this topic on a small 
scale.

However, it is not good to be afraid of transparency - as you can see from the above 
paragraph, education on the part of brands actually plays a huge role in shaping con-
sumer needs. So if you are involved in green activities, please spread the word. What’s 
more, as part of the eCommerce industry, you can also take more steps to help shop-
pers to make an eco-decision.

The simplest solutions are sometimes the best, so if you have organic products in 
your offer then do brag about them to your customers. You can inform about them in 
newsletters, on social media, and through shopping recommendations. However, this is 
only the beginning - it is worth going a step further and, for example, adding an addi-
tional filter to your product search such as size, price, or type so that customers can 
quickly find eco-friendly products. Some online shops also place a dedicated tab with 
eco-products in their store navigation, which makes the whole search process even 
more efficient.

What’s more, online shoppers are also very receptive to various innovative ideas to 
reduce the negative impact of eCommerce on the environment, such as parcel delivery 
using electric cars, the option to choose an unwrapped or smaller package when shop-
ping, the ability to search in e-shops (filtering, sorting) for environmental friendliness, or 
increasing the number of parcel pick-up points.

E-consumers also prefer to shop in places that pay attention to the aspect of sustain-
able development. This trend mainly concerns the younger generation of e-consumers 
and is constantly growing. This is confirmed by the Green Generation report by the 
Chamber of Digital Economics23. According to this publication, eCommerce customers 
are able to accept some “inconveniences” in the name of ecological purchases and 
shipments, and sometimes even pay extra for them. They are also open to new solu-
tions; 44% of online shoppers want to wait longer for deliveries. 20% of consumers will 
wait even 5 days longer, and half of them for 3 days. 31% would agree to pay extra for 
the supplier to pack products without plastic in environmentally friendly packaging. We 
are most willing to pay no more than PLN 2 extra, but even 25% of respondents would 
pay as much as PLN 5 more for ecological deliveries.
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In recent years, packaging has gained a bad 
reputation due to its pollutant characteristics. 
Getting over seeing strong visuals of sea 
turtles trapped in plastic bags is not an easy 
thing to do. The materials used in packaging 
play a crucial role in consumers’ perceptions, 
with over 63% associating plastic with ocean 
pollution. Proper material sorting, collection, 
and processing are no longer an option today 
but a necessity. Thanks to new international 
legislation and ongoing local efforts, the future 
of packaging looks bright. 
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how green really are they?

According to the Global Buying Green report published in 2021, ethical purchasing 
has transpired from the few to the many - now 66% of consumers globally. More so, 
70% of Europe’s buying behaviors follow consumer values, pushing forward the ur-
gency of new packaging legislation and the need for sustained efforts in packaging 
innovative solutions24. 

The good news is that such efforts are currently underway, from initiatives, such as 
the single-use plastic ban in the UK to regulating the materials used in packaging by 
the European Commission. 

The European Green Deal actively calls for proposals to support cities and citizens in 
local initiatives, allowing more individuals and NGOs to take action in waste reduction 
and management25. In April 2022, the entity joined the European Climate Pact, which 
pledges to make its operations climate-neutral by 203026. 

Other NGOs, such as the Sustainable Packaging Coalition are making efforts to edu-
cate brands and other stakeholders with dedicated training programs and network-
ing events27.

To understand how “green” packaging really is, we must address the following three 
critical elements: 

• The materials used in the manufacture of the packaging product 
All of the materials used to manufacture packaging need to tick the 3R criteria 
(Reduce-Reuse-Recycle). Other common eco-properties of sustainable packaging 
include local fabrication, recycled content, vegan, and industrially compostable.

• The place of provenance of the raw materials  
The prime matter used in green packaging comes from sustainable environments 
such as forests under the FSC® certification28. It’s crucial that sourcing doesn’t 
harm the livelihood of the local population nor affect the regional flora and fauna. 

• Logistics - packaging transport and storage 
For logistical operations to be truly green, they need to prioritize the following 
actions - reduce the carbon footprint, dead milage, noise pollution, and acci-
dents. 
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Ongoing changes in consumers’ 
choices

Consumer sentiment towards sustainabili-
ty has become more widespread in recent 
years. Nowadays, it is vital for businesses to 
go beyond the classic green leaf printed on 
labels. Truly sustainable packaging is more 
than plain cardboard responsibly sourced 
from FSC® certified forests. It all comes 
down to the buyer’s attitude, both vendor 
and consumers, as well as creating best 
practices around packaging use. 

By closely monitoring consumer habits, we 
have discovered an ever-growing number 
of buyers willing to go the extra mile for an 
eco-conscious product. 73% of consumers 
stated that they would pay more for sus-
tainable packaging, from which 20% will go 
as far as paying an additional 10%29.

Young consumers are now more likely than 
ever to spend their spare time and money 
on sustainable packaging. In a study con-
ducted by Trivium Packaging, zoomers and 
millennials were the leading trendsetters, 
with almost 30% of their buying trends being 
heavily influenced by sustainability30.

Eco-friendly packaging  
upgrade - strategies & best 
practices

Deconstructing sustainable packaging 
takes more than addressing raw ma-
terials and marketing communication. 
Due to promoting a circular economy 
and a waste-free approach, a crucial 
eco-property when addressing con-
scious packaging is reusability. Ac-
cording to a comparative analysis of 
single-use vs. reusable packaging per-
formed by Circular Economy Portugal, 
reusable systems delivered the best 
economic and environmental favors31. 
The study is a quantitative analysis 
and targets three main sectors: HoRe-
Ca, eCommerce, and retail. The findings 
highlight the following:

Reusable packaging would have a 98% 
positive impact on land use; 90% on 
resource use, minerals, and metals; and 
76% on climate change. 

Reusable products can be used mul-
tiple times for the same purpose that 
they were originally designed for, or 
for completely different purposes. 
A box may be used to send a faulty 
product back to the seller with some 
extra tape, or the final customer may 
also use it for another purpose such 
as storage or creative purposes. To-
day, reusability can easily be built into 
packaging design in the form of dual 
purpose. 
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Let’s take a closer look at what goes  
on behind the scenes in creating sustainable 
packaging solutions. 

Educating your audience - as a vendor, you are in complete control, and 
it’s up to you to connect your market to all the information regarding the 
sustainable elements of your brand. Keeping a transparent and open-com-
munication line with customers helps create long-term relationships with 
them.

Finding the right solution for your business - the most eco-friendly 
solution when it comes to packaging is no packaging at all. However, one 
can seldom skip this step. The alternative is to always keep packaging to 
the minimum. Whenever possible, choose to send or operate with small par-
cels, which contribute to less waste and a smaller carbon footprint.

Another idea is value-engineering packaging - this practice is a long-
term investment for the company and ticks all of the boxes. Costs, security, 
performance, and sustainability all influence the design and mass produc-
tion of packaging from the very start of the process. The result is a pack-
aging solution tailored to your product(s) that keeps costs down, reduces 
space and weight to a minimum, and increases the efficiency of your fulfill-
ment process.

Choosing the right partners - if you decide to onboard on a sustain-
able journey, it’s crucial that you have the right partnerships in place to 
correspond with your business needs. When it comes to logistics partners, 
pay attention to transport frequency, shipping costs, fuel consumption, 
and dead mileage. And lastly, if you are dealing with large volumes, go for a 
company that has a warehouse management system in place.

Investing in sustainable packaging design & innovation - sustain-
able design is engineering product packaging with the main purpose of 
doing as little harm to the environment as possible. Adding foils, plastic in-
serts, and extras to the packaging of a given product can lower its sustain-
ability index unless taken separately. Following are two fully sustainable 
packaging designs to get you started.
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This Mailer Box by Packhelp is made from recycled material that is FSC® certified. No 
glue is used in the production process, meaning that the whole box can be recycled 
without any issues. The ink used for printing this cardboard box is water-based, which 
makes it fully biodegradable and compostable.
• Made with corrugated cardboard, produced from at least 60% recycled content. 
• The material is FSC® certified, meaning the paper pulp has been sourced from re-

sponsibly managed forests and mills. 
• Flexographic printing with water-based ink.

Another very good example of innovative sustainable packaging design is this H&M 
paper bag that easily turns into a hanger. This design extends the life cycle of your 
packaging by providing an additional use.
• Made with corrugated cardboard, produced from recycled content. 
• Comes with intuitive assembly instructions printed inside.

Safe shipping and returns -a greater number of companies are becoming more 
committed in terms of their relationships with packaging, and are now seeing the 
benefits of reusability from a business point of view. The purpose of reusable pack-
aging is mainly safe shipping and returns. For this to work, goods need to be sent in 
the appropriate packaging (sturdy material and fillers) and with return instructions.

Additionally, the packaging can come prepared with peel-off stripes to avoid other 
adhesive contamination that can affect recyclability.

Popular Green packaging solutions - recycling and reusable packaging are not 
the final possibilities. By far the greenest packaging ideas worthy of special atten-
tion come from the environment and the planet itself:

Edible packaging - You can now eat a cookie and its wrapping too. Flavored 
packaging is usually made from seaweed, a biomaterial that can be turned into 
packaging without the use of chemicals.

Plantable packaging such as seed paper consists of thin paper layers with 
seeds in between. When the product has fulfilled its purpose, it can be planted 
into the soil where it can start a new life cycle as a beautiful flower or a tasty 
tomato. 

Biopolymers - a renewable and biodegradable alternative to plastic. This type 
of packaging is industrially compostable and can be manufactured from a wide 
range of biomaterials such as cornstarch and resin.
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From the very beginning of this publication, 
we have tried to highlight the facts about the 
logistics sector’s impact on the environment. 
Transport is a key contributor to the GHG 
emissions and climate change statistics 
presented here.

Chapter 3:  

Transport industry  
vs. climate changes

22
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As the following data compiled by the United Nations in its Sustainable transport, 
sustainable development document show, it is in the infamous second place in the 
rankings of CO2 emissions by sector, just behind electricity and heat producers32. We 
have to admit it: as an industry, we contribute a lot to this state.

However, it is worth pointing out at this point that there is a “lesser evil” - studies 
clearly show that sea freight and rail transport are more sustainable and decarbon-
ized ways to transport freight than by air or road. Of course, the latter is unavoidable, 
especially in the context of last mile logistics, but there are ideas to be implemented 
in the future to reduce reliance on this transport method.

CO2 emmisions by sector (2018)
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Source: IEA 2021
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How does shipping  
affect the environment? 
Transportation is also key to achieving sustainability within warehouses and related oper-
ations. Consolidating multiple deliveries into a repetitive route reduces the carbon foot-
print of transportation by more than 50%, in terms of kilograms of carbon dioxide equiva-
lent, compared to the emissions produced by consumer vehicles as they travel from their 
homes or workplaces to the mall or downtown, for example33.
 
Add to that the much faster rate at which logistics companies are deploying electric cars 
than individual consumers, and it means that modern logistics as well as online shopping 
are making a real difference in reducing CO2 emissions compared to shopping in stationery 
stores. CEP companies are significantly increasing the scale of delivery vans in their fleets, 
and Warsaw is set to become a completely zero-emission city for deliveries for one of 
them.

Maritime transportation sector: 
time to pick up the gauntlet
Despite the fact that sea transport is still more sustainable than via air or land, it still ap-
parently has, to put it mildly, a not particularly good effect on the environment. Data col-
lected by Oceana, an international foundation dedicated to the care of the oceans, show 
that as much as 90% of world trade is carried out by shipping34. In turn, the International 
Maritime Organization cites more specific and also disturbing data - marine vessels alone 
account for around 3% of global CO2 emissions35.

Moreover, it is worth pointing out that ships also produce other gasses, such as black 
carbon and nitrogen oxides, which are equally dangerous from an environmental and air 
pollution point of view as illegal GHG emissions.

What’s more, sea transport also causes other environmental problems, which are noted, 
among others, by the Seas at Risk organization. The data collected by this foundation 
clearly indicates that between the years 1970 and 2017, shipping grew by 3% annually - 
the same as the level of marine plastics from ships36. The main sources of (micro) plastics 
polluting the seas and oceans by transport ships are garbage, microplastics from ropes 
and marine coatings, lost containers, microfibers from cruise ships’ gray waters, lost fish-
ing nets, traps, and lines.
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Roadmap for change - making real action 
a priority 

Empty container repositioning  This is an example of a situation for 
which the most obvious solutions turn out to be the best. What comes to 
his mind first in the case of actions that should be taken in the interest of 
the environment is the obviousness of avoiding so-called empty runs, or 
sending vessels or other transport without any loading. Thanks to this idea, 
it is possible to reduce both high costs and the levels of generated pollu-
tion. Moreover, such solutions also serve the actual delivery of goods.

Unfortunately, such an approach, although correct from a sustainable 
point of view, is particularly troublesome in maritime transport. That is be-
cause unloaded containers are often transported to their home port emp-
ty, located where there are too few of them to balance the ships well.

Slower shipping  This is one of the most important principles that can 
be implemented when caring for green shipping practices. Importantly, it 
applies to virtually every type of transport: from maritime, to last mile deliv-
ery, and ground base shipping.

As confirmed in many studies, slower deliveries are much more environmen-
tally friendly thanks to a reduction of emissions of greenhouse gasses and 
thereby their carbon footprints.

Betting on alternative fuels and exhaust gas cleaning systems  
Biofuels are undoubtedly an extremely effective way to reduce CO2 emis-
sions in the transport industry. Moving away from so-called heavy fuels in 
favor of liquefied natural gas and the implementation of exhaust gas clean-
ing systems might make shipping at least a little greener in a short space of 
time.

Use of electric vehicles gives hope for the future As data com-
piled by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) shows, 
the transportation industry is responsible for nearly 30% of the country’s 
greenhouse gas emissions, with trucks and vans accounting for nearly a 
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quarter of that37. No wonder we’re all turning to Electric Vehicles (EVs) with hope. 
They are becoming increasingly popular, not least thanks to new government regula-
tions encouraging their use.

The supply industry is also changing thanks to new concepts of microbility, autono-
mous vehicles, and fleet-sharing schemes. Of these trends, however, the most pop-
ular so far is the shift to EVs. The potential of this mode of transport is particularly 
well seen from the perspective of last mile deliveries and those in urban areas.

Moreover, it is worth noting that there are many types of sustainable vehicles - the 
development of this industry in recent years has been really significant, thanks in 
part to government subsidies and the fluctuation of oil prices. Thus, in the logistics 
sector, you can find electric vehicles such as:

standard electric vehicles powered by one or more electric motors - their tech-
nology is based on using batteries to store energy charged from wall sockets. 
They are good for the environment because they do not consume petroleum 
fluid and therefore do not emit exhaust fumes.

hybrid electric vehicles (HCEVs) combine the previously mentioned electric mo-
tors with an internal combustion engine. The electric motor works when less 
power is needed (e.g. on a straight road when driving calmly); when more power 
and speed is needed, the combustion engine takes over.

pluggable hybrid electric vehicles - another type of multi-motor vehicle (one is 
electric and the other is an internal combustion model). To charge the electric 
motor one needs to connect the battery to a power supply outlet, as well as 
use oil-based fuels to refuel the internal combustion engine.

26
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From the point of view of green logistics, the ad-
vantages of EVs are obvious and are based on a 
reduction of exhaust fumes. However, looking at 
all the advantages associated with their use, it is 
worth mentioning the following aspects:

• by opting for EVs you can count on fewer 
breakdowns as there are fewer components 
subject to wear

• obvious fuel savings (and therefore lower 
costs)

• in some countries you can count on fiscal 
benefits and free tolls, and in some cities on 
parking refunds, free public charging stations, 
or even dedicated lanes.

Of course, the shift to electric cars also comes 
with its own challenges, such as lower speeds (un-
der 150 kilometers per hour) and long battery re-
charging times, thus increasing delivery times and 
problems with the still-poor availability of charg-
ing stations. However, this does not mean that it 
is not worth taking up the gauntlet and facing the 
green challenge.

Some logistics companies have already taken steps 
in this direction. An example of this kind of electric 
fleet initiative would be the actions taken by The 
PostNord Group. The company is engaged in major 
electrification of its vehicle fleet, with all PostNord 
countries gradually phasing in EVs according to lo-
cal production needs. Around 29% of our vehicles 
are already electric, and the group is conducting 
tests of the latest generation of EVs for both col-
lection and delivery of mail. Of more than 5,000 
electric vehicles, over 80% are smaller ones such as 
bicycles and mopeds. The company is also testing 
larger EVs where there is a need to be able to cover 
longer distances with heavier loads.
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Last mile delivery green 
alternatives:  
the impact of 
Industry experts suggest that cargo bikes deliver packages in city 
centers 60% faster than courier vans. The former have a higher average 
speed and can deliver 10 parcels per hour (6 for vans), as well as reduc-
ing carbon emissions by 90% compared to diesel vans and by a third 
compared to electric vans38. The latter can, of course, move at higher 
speeds than cargo bikes, but they are slowed by traffic jams and the 
need to find places to park. Cargo bikes bypass traffic jams, take short-
cuts on streets closed to car traffic, and drive up close to customers’ 
doors. It is also incredibly important that bicycles are able to transport 
the same volume of shipments that delivery trucks can be loaded with. 
 
Recent estimates from the University of Westminster show that up to 
51% of all urban freight journeys could be replaced by cargo bikes39. So, 
if even just a proportion of deliveries were made by cargo bikes, this 
would be accompanied by a dramatic reduction in CO2 emissions and 
would help to significantly reduce the risks of air pollution and road traf-
fic collisions while providing an efficient, fast, and reliable urban freight 
transport system. 
 
The 100,000 cargo bikes introduced in Europe between 2018 and 2020 
save the same amount of CO2 emissions per month as it takes to fly 
about 24,000 people from London to New York and back. It is also worth 
mentioning that cargo bikes are created in a much more environmental-
ly sustainable way than electric vans. The electric van ranks first, with 
CO2 emissions of almost 9 tons, due to the energy-intensive process of 
manufacturing its large 40 kW battery pack. The conventional van ranks 
slightly lower, and the cargo bike with its minimal 60-kilogram aluminum 
frame ranks last with 280 kg of CO2

40.
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The perception of an ideal warehouse location 
by both tenants and developers is evolving and 
differs depending on the sector and type of 
customer.

Chapter 4:  
green warehouses: an indispensable 
element of a sustainable supply chain 

With the dynamic development of eCommerce, developers are deciding to invest in 
warehouse parks in new regions. From the perspective of a logistics operator, the key 
parameter is usually the efficiency of the logistics network and thus the condition of 
the transport infrastructure, as well as the proximity to the local sales market. 
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in warehouse  
management 
However, the criterion indicating the importance of ecological solutions in ware-
house construction and operations is also increasingly interesting. According to 
Cushman & Wakefield’s June 2022 report, E-Commerce is bursting at the seams, and 
warehouses along with it, eco solutions in terms of warehouse and warehouse op-
erations had a final impact on the location decision according to 70% of logistics 
operators and 53% of developers41.

 

This trend will be present on an even greater scale in 2022. According to the World 
Economic Forum, buildings (including warehouses) are responsible for 40% of global 
energy consumption and one-third of greenhouse gas emissions. The plans are am-
bitious because, according to the EC, the climate target is to reduce emissions by at 
least 55% by 203042. In the following decades, greenhouse gas emissions are hoped 
to gradually decrease so that in 2050 the EU can achieve climate neutrality. 

 

Certainly, also as a result of the above, more than 80% of tenants are asking 
about eco-friendly warehouse solutions, of which 60% would like the facility to be 
eco-certified43. 

 

The breakthrough in terms of eco-solutions for warehouses has been made largely 
thanks to “pre-let” projects, which give the opportunity to modify the design and 
negotiate the technical specifications of a facility before the investment is built. 
Such facilities are also leased for longer periods of time, which is further conducive 
in this situation.
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Green warehouses: what can we do for the planet? 

So far, when thinking about ecology in warehouses and warehouse operations, we have 
tended to talk about photovoltaic panels and the now famous beehives on the roofs of 
distribution centers. Yet, for some time now, the green approach has been increasingly 
structured and is called ESG (environmental, social responsibility, corporate governance). 
Based on these three main pillars, ratings of economic entities are created, and the key 
element is precisely the one indicating sustainable development. 

Before we get into specifics, however, let’s get this straight: ecology is also about savings. 
According to the calculations of developers operating in the Polish market, the use of pho-
tovoltaic panels, increased insulation of walls and roofs, LED lighting, and energy manage-
ment system, will decrease energy consumption of buildings by up to 50%44.

LED lighting together with a DALI (Digital Addressable Lighting Interface), an intelligent 
lighting control system that adjusts the light intensity to changing environmental con-
ditions, consumes 90% less energy than a standard light bulb. Chargers for electric cars, 
planting plants, flower meadows, and green roofs in turn allow a reduction in carbon diox-
ide emissions by about 381 tons per year for a medium-sized warehouse.

From the point of view of the building’s tenants, the fact that green solutions affect the 
well-being of their employees is also important. The greenery around the building, relax-
ation zones, small architecture, and cycling infrastructure all make people more efficient 
and happy in their workplace. 

BREEAM statistics show that, in supply chains, warehouse real estate is responsible for 
up to 13% of greenhouse gas emissions into the atmosphere45. This fact makes develop-
ers operating in the Polish market feel responsible for spreading ecological activities and 
implementing investments that use renewable energy sources and modern technologies 
to minimize the impact of buildings on the environment.

Sustainable energy measures start in warehouse logistics with the smallest, often mun-
dane aspects, such as installing faucets equipped with aerators. This, as well as the ap-
propriate management of rainwater and the implementation of gray water installations 
and leak detection, can save up to several thousand liters of water per day in large distri-
bution centers.
 
In addition to proper water management, lighting also plays an important role. LED installations 
are already a standard in modern warehouses, but over the past several months they have 
been enhanced with DALI systems to control light intensity depending on the time of day and 
insolation. In addition, photovoltaic panels are already being used in the first warehouses.
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Green warehouses are not only an extremely 
important issue from an environmental 
perspective, but also from that of the needs 
of the tenants themselves.

As shown by data collected by Cushman 
& Wakefield, manufacturing is the industry 
that is most frequently asked about eco 
solutions (46% of respondents) followed by 
logistics (31% of all surveyed tenants)46.  
The same survey also indicates that tenants 
most often pay attention to the presence 
of the systems discussed in the subsection 
above: BREEAM (78%), LEED (11%),  
and WELL (11%). 

It is also worth noting that, in most cases, 
tenants’ interest in this type of eco-certifi-
cation is a consequence of corporate guide-
lines in this eco-area.

Importantly, solutions such as numerous plantings around distribution centers, flower 
meadows, birdhouses, insect houses, and green roofs also all contribute to the reduction 
of CO2 emissions, even at the level of several dozen tons per year. 

The type of automation systems that are implemented in distribution centers has a large 
impact on sustainability too. 
 
Modern systems that facilitate or support impersonal picking also help to implement 
environmentally friendly solutions. A good example here is the goods-to-man AutoStore 
system, in which robots regenerate energy every time they leave a container or reduce 
their speed, analogous to an electric car. This way, energy circulates and is constant. An 
extremely big advantage of such systems is that ten AutoStore robots only consume as 
much energy as a single vacuum cleaner. They are therefore incredibly energy efficient, 
and they can easily use solar energy as well.

Tenants’ 
needs for 
sustainable 
warehouses
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The role of the 

in caring for the environment issue
The supply chain is becoming more expansive and 
focused on multi-channel; the whole industry is moving 
away from the narrow structure of a central warehouse 
and a few local ones. 
 
A typical warehouse is now both a huge distribution 
center with an operational area of almost 400,000 
m2 that employs up to 4,000 people and a micro ful-
fillment center within the city limits that is a source 
of supply for the most rotating, most frequently pur-
chased products and is serviced by 10 employees, 
or an omnichannel location in a shopping mall at the 
back of a store enabling delivery to a metropolitan area 
within several minutes.
 
Therefore, not only are the goods themselves and the 
place of delivery increasingly important, but also the 
place of dispatch to the final customer. Let’s empha-
size this once more: it does not have to be a central 
warehouse located hundreds of kilometers away from 
the recipient’s place of residence.
 
Thanks to fulfillment from the store, a consumer can 
also receive a pair of ordered jeans from a stationery 
store located in their city. In this way, we move from 2D 
to 3D logistics and also have a great impact on the car-
bon footprint. The extended supply chain consists of 
warehouses closer and closer to the customer, which 
are called micro fulfillment centers. Thanks to them, 
we can reduce CO2 emissions in the last mile and imple-
ment solutions such as cargo bikes.
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Chapter 5:  
the ecological side of fulfillment 
and last-mile delivery

Responsibility for the environment is our duty. 
Observing the pace of change and its direc-
tion, there is absolutely no doubt that we need 
to act proactively in every possible area in or-
der to keep our planet fit for life in 10, 20, or 
50 years. Nowadays, any company that skips 
this aspect without introducing some pro-
eco changes will suffer from paying additional 
charges and penalties, as well as a deteriorat-
ing perception of their image.
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Placing information on a product to state that it was made from recycled materials is not 
enough - it is rather about concrete actions that will have a significant effect. Many com-
panies wonder how they can approach the topic considering that the production process, 
as well as delivery and storage, are processes outside their organization. 
 
At least apparently they are. The decision process matters and choice matters. The sup-
port and promotion of selected areas also matter. The transportation sector is one of the 
largest contributors to anthropogenic U.S. greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. According to 
the Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks 1990–2019 (the national inven-
tory that the U.S. prepares annually under the United Nations Framework Convention on 
Climate Change), transportation accounted for the largest proportion (29%) of total U.S. 
GHG emissions in 2019. Cars, trucks, commercial aircraft, and railroads, among other sourc-
es, all contribute to transportation end-use sector emissions47.

The conclusions are obvious - transportation by light and medium heavy-duty vehicles is 
what causes pollution on this planet. Such information should be a base for our further 
decisions, and therefore it’s worth considering the right fulfillment solutions as a part of 
having an eco-strategy. 

2020 U.S. Transportation Sector GHG Emmisions by Source

Light-duty vehicles - 57%
Medium and Heavy-duty Trucks - 27%
Aircraft - 8%
Other - 5%
Rail - 2%
Ships and Boats - 2%

Source: United States Environmental Protection Agency
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Eco-movements in order 
fulfillment, 
Which areas generate the most damage to the environment in the context of direct and 
indirect eCommerce activities, which of them have friendlier alternatives, and which pro-
eco activities will be appreciated by your customers? 

It is worth emphasizing here that being a green company is something that consumers ex-
pect, and it is often a feature that significantly affects the buying decision-making process.
 
We have analyzed some areas and modern trends that many companies are introducing to 
their businesses.

Sustainable packaging

We have already written quite a lot on this subject in the paragraph above; however, we 
would like to also highlight it here as one of the most obvious areas of eco strategy. 

The eCommerce industry produces tons of waste each year, a lot of which comes 
from disposable, non-recyclable packages. Are you still using plastic bags containing 
plastic or, even worse, styrofoam fillings? Well, the room for improvement here is huge.

Regulation examples, not exhaustive

Regulators around the world are adopting various approaches for minimizing  
and managing packaging waste.

Regulation currently in place Recent moves/next steps on sustainability regulations

Australia
Focus on optimizing recovery and 
recycling of packaging
Targer of 100% packaging to be 
recyclable, compostable or reusable

Canada
Canada-wide Strategy for Sustainable 
Packaging
Implementing the Strategy on Zero 
Plastic Waste (passed in 2018), with 
2030 goal

China
Banned/limited imports
on packaging waste in 2017
Proposal to ban single-use plastic 
bags in 2022

European Union
Packaging-and-waste directive
Implementing a ban on selected 
single-use plastics

India
Legislation favors recyclable 
substrates and formats
Pushing for increased number of 
awerness campaings and collection 
points

United States
Important jurisdictions implementing 
bans on plastic bags
Introducing bills around reducing 
single-use-packaging waste and 
increasing recycling

Source: Analysed and compiled by McKinsey company
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First of all - materials. Sustainable packaging means recyclable boxes, fillings, and other 
parts. They can be organic materials or something that can be reused. There is an option to 
choose eco for every item that has to be sent in a safe way. 
 
If your product has its own wrapping, which is solid enough to protect it during delivery, 
there is no need to put it in another box. Minimalism is the key. The same rule applies to 
space - very often packages are bigger than they need to be. Bigger parcels mean more 
vehicles to transport them and, consequently, that means more pollution being generated.
 
At Linker Cloud, we also recommend investigating how the company that produces packag-
ing materials for your products operates. If they boast that they reduce water consumption 
or use renewable energy, that’s awesome.

Organize the shipment of your products
ecologicalluy and take over the handling
and disposal of products and packaging.

Avoid too much packaging for small contents.
This not only saves shipping and packaging costs, 

but also benefits your customers and 
the enviroment.

Recycling

Even a simple return label attached to a box is a kind of recycling – if the customer 
wants to return their purchased product, they have a package ready to be sent without 
a need for a new box. Inpost and Modivo have both implemented this kind of process 
to make the lives of their customers easier and to reduce the usage of paper boxes48. 

Recycling is not only about reusing packaging, but it also applies to many other pro-
cesses. If your products are made from recycled materials, why not educate your 
customers on how to recycle them once again? The same concerns packaging materi-
als - by being creative you can inspire buyers to transform packaging into something 
that can be reused and given a brand new life to. 
 
What about returns and broken items? They need transportation as well, and then 
they need a concept of what will happen to them next. Good communication about 
your recycling strategy can also be a part of building a positive brand image - there 
are many companies that produce apparel from used plastic bottles and highlight 
that part of their income from those products is being donated to foundations for 
environmental protection.
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for every business
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Reduce Paper 
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Don’t Throw Away
 Broken Items

Choose Green 
Packaging Materials
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Extend Shipping 
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Choose Green Suppliers 
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Of Returns

Find Out What Carbon 
Offsets Are

Invest In Renewable 
Energy and Reduce 

Water Usage
Educate Employees

Green warehousing

Warehouses are places that operate all day and require a lot of resources. Light, tech-
nology infrastructure,transport within the facility, and heating or cooling all require 
a lot of power every day.
 
Luckily, there are increasingly more operators that do their best to be environ-
ment-friendly. Some use solar energy or other renewable sources, and the vehicles 
they use are powered by electricity. They also tend to use as little energy as possible 
by design, for example by building in a way as to maximize natural light and only using 
LED lights where necessary. 

Even small moves like using low-flow toilets make a difference. At the stage of con-
structing such a warehouse, the company can opt for local, eco-materials. It’s good 
to investigate such aspects when choosing a 3PL or fulfillment center.
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Minimizing returns

Returns apply to virtually all online sellers, as shown in data collected by Deloitte49. 
However, their reasons may be different and are not always due to dissatisfaction 
with the product itself: ordering the wrong item size, not appearing as it does online, 
or being delivered damaged are all other possible reasons. Proactive returns manage-
ment is part of a sustainable policy. It’s important to reduce the number of those 
returns and in turn the amount of transport needed, as well as materials used to make 
a return package.

This issue is extremely important: of course, we must ensure that customers are able 
to return goods (this is both a legal requirement and a matter of buyer satisfaction). 
But let us remember that studies clearly show that transport returned inventory cre-
ates more than 15 million metric tons of CO2 in the U.S. alone every year50.

To minimize the number of returns, think about all the actions that you can undertake 
to ensure your products are exactly what your customers want: add accurate infor-
mation, photos, reviews, and size charts, etc.

Help in choosing the right size is also a great move to reduce returns – currently, on 
the market, you can find many solutions based on modern technology that help shop-
pers choose the right size (e.g. the FitFinder tool). Such solutions both increase cus-
tomer satisfaction and reduce the number of returns - thanks to the implementation 
of such a tool, Zalando reduced the number of returned clothes by as much as 4%51.

Second, eliminate errors and damages: the right order fulfillment process comes in 
handy here, with a lot of automatization and manual work reduction. Another advan-
tage is that less paperwork means increased sustainability as well.

Try to make returns as easy as possible and ensure that the boxes used to send prod-
ucts are reusable by making them with appropriate materials. However, we do observe 
an interesting trend that environmental concerns are discouraging younger genera-
tions from returning products because they find it bad for the planet52.
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who will pay for change?
You can still hear many voices stating that being eco-friendly brings additional, high 
costs. While that may be true, we do not really have a choice. We have to act and 
include such costs in our future strategies and budgets. The question is how to do 
it right, in order to not destroy your business or discourage customers? Where does 
the biggest part of the cost fall: into the expenses of logistics operators, eCommerce 
stores, or customers?
 
eCommerce companies that made significant moves to meet sustainable business 
requirements have learned how to make a good compromise. Part of the costs can be 
charged to customers, but it has to be explained to them in a clear way. Consumers 
are declaring that they are willing to pay more for environment-friendly services.  
 
The major part of the costs is the responsibility of large companies. DHL declares that, 
by purchasing CO2 credits, they support carbon offset projects around the world to 
ensure carbon neutrality for their customers53. FedEx made a pledge of $100 million to 
Yale University to help establish the Yale Center for Natural Carbon Capture, acceler-
ating research into methods of carbon sequestration at scale with an initial focus on 
helping to offset gas emissions equivalent to current airline emissions54. 
 
However, small businesses have to be aware that some costs of sustainability initia-
tives may be hidden and not so small. Upgrading to a new, more green infrastructure 
should be part of a bigger plan, since investment in electric vehicles, renewable power 
sources, and other improvements are not cheap. The same is true of new agreements 
with operators and service providers who offer eco-solutions, already passing some 
costs on to their customers.
 
So how to conduct a green evolution and not kill your business? Prepare all analyses 
and calculations, pick the most important improvements, look for the costs that you 
can partially add to your product price, and communicate them accordingly. They 
could, for example, be extra “carbon offset” charges at checkout to get your clients 
paying more to meet this target.
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Top green delivery trends 

Now we come to the biggest pain point – last-mile delivery and its environmental 
impacts. Why? Making no changes will result in the situation getting worse. Several 
parties applying some changes will make a slight, but not noticeable improvement. 
The scope is to make all of the involved ecosystems go greener together, as much as 
possible: delivery companies, retailers, logistics providers, everyone. Supply chains 
must be smart, delivery businesses have to be connected, and they should face en-
vironmental challenges together. 
 
Surprisingly, the increase in online sales due to the pandemic resulted in an improve-
ment in the sustainability of last-mile logistics. Accenture reports that the last-mile 
supply chain made possible by local fulfillment centers could lower last-mile emis-
sions by between 17 and 26% through 202555. So, where should improvements be 
sought and what benefits can they bring? 

Supply Chain Optimization  This is a huge challenge - your customers will ex-
pect you to shorten delivery times as much as possible by engaging air and road 
transportation, which are not the best eco options. Better planning is crucial for 
significant inducements.

The key is distance - if you keep your products close to customers in local ware-
houses, you can deliver them within 24-48 hours. With the right demand planning 
and digital technologies, it’s possible to redistribute products to local stocks ac-
cordingly by using a means of transportation that allows for reducing fuel con-
sumption.

Let’s emphasize once again: even warehousing, provided it is managed wisely, can 
have a real ecological impact. A sustainable supply chain equals differentiation of 
warehousing and fulfillment points.

You will not only reduce your CO2 emissions, but also gain from more efficient pro-
cessing of incoming orders (and returns). What’s more: scaling your business will be 
much easier than shipping to different markets from one central ordering point.

Long live green logistics, and long live eco fulfillment as well.
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Electric vehicles  Studies show that as much as 15% of the world’s carbon diox-
ide emissions come from transport itself; moreover, as many as 95% of vehicles use 
petrol or diesel engines. The numbers speak for themselves - the status quo needs 
to change significantly56.

Of course, electricity must also be generated in some way, but it is already far 
greener than the traditional solutions mentioned above and work on how to gener-
ate it is progressing at a rapid pace. What is more, only in the last decade has the 
proportion of electricity generated from renewable sources increased - and figures 
indicate that, by 2022, 30% of the world’s electricity supply will come from renewa-
ble sources57.

From the zero-carbon options: biofuels, ethanol and electrofuels, as well as, of 
course, electric vehicles are all possible solutions for the future of transport. Let us 
therefore make use of them boldly.

With the rapid growth of the eCommerce industry and regulations restricting the 
entry of courier lorries into city centers, ecological cargo bikes powered by electric-
ity are gaining in popularity and become an almost ideal solution. Recent University 
of Westminster estimates show that up to 51% of all urban freight journeys in Europe 
could be replaced by cargo bikes58. Additionally, they make delivering parcels in ur-
ban hubs around 60% faster than by using courier vans59.

P.S. As an interesting aside, you might also think about using drones for deliveries 
in the last mile. Obviously, for longer routes, this is still a thing of the future, but it 
sounds like an interesting step in the fight for a cleaner environment.

Route Optimization Software Last-mile delivery is also a perfect field for optimi-
zation for shipping companies. They are using route planning software for optimized 
routes and operational efficiency. This means that they utilize resources (delivery 
drivers and vehicles) on multiple routes, with multiple stops, considering traffic jams 
and even weather conditions.

An efficient route planner means more efficient business and improvements in many 
other results. Better planned routes also result in less failed deliveries, which is an-
other aspect connected to reducing their negative impact on the environment and 
cutting operational costs (time management of drivers and vehicle usage, etc.) 
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Slower deliveries  We have already stressed several times about the role that cus-
tomers play in shaping the industry. Let us reiterate this point: greening the industry 
is about meeting the sustainable expectations of our customers. 

This also applies to the problem of carbon offsetting, with reference to last-mile 
logistics. Companies (especially in the eCommerce sector selling fashion ranges) are 
keen to encourage their customers to engage in green solutions. Zalando, for ex-
ample, lets customers decide if they want to contribute to neutralizing the delivery 
footprint of their orders at the checkout stage, as shown in the graphic below:
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Additional eco-solutions  These measures, implemented on a large scale, rep-
resent a real, positive step change for the environment. However, you can go one 
further and think about implementing a few green logistical steps:

• Bet on processing several shipments in one operation – thanks to the bundling of 
multiple deliveries, such as grouping packages to a specific address or region in 
order to deliver them together, you have an influence on reducing the number of 
deliveries to that same place and therefore actively reduce carbon offsetting.

• Implement night-time deliveries - according to data collected by the World Eco-
nomic Forum, night-time deliveries can reduce road-time by up to 15% (especially 
in urban areas). This will reduce the amount of fuel and energy used, and, if you 
also bet on EVs, you will also be considerate of noise pollution that is so impor-
tant at night60.

• If feasible in your industry, consider using on-demand micro-mobility networks - 
relying on mostly two-wheeled vehicles such as electric bikes and scooters. The 
couriers riding such equipment in this model have access to a special alliance 
that displays the relevant orders for delivery in real-time. This saves not only fuel, 
but also the costs of maintaining fleets of vehicles.

It is important to note that sustainability is not just about protecting the world from 
various pollutants, but also very much about people. We must be working together 
to ensure safe workplaces and fair conditions regardless of whether it is our own 
employees or people working for us. A constantly improved working environment is 
an important part of the sustainability agenda. Achieving a healthy and safe work-
place requires a persistent and systematic approach with continuous improvement 
as a central principle.

Green logistics: obvious advantages for the 
environment, additional benefits for companies

Taking care of our planet is a duty of every person living on earth, and companies 
that greatly contribute to pollution are expected to balance this practice out with 
sustainable policies. It is about working together, and all eyes are on the logistics in-
dustry nowadays. Doing nothing means damaging a positive brand perception, espe-
cially among young consumers for whom eco is a must in many aspects of life. 
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Here is what you can look forward to if you decide to 
make green changes in your business: 

• Savings in the long-term - green logistics obviously involves costs, especially in the in-
itial investment phase (e.g. purchase of electric vehicles). However, studies show that 
over time this investment not only pays for itself, but is actually profitable61.

• Winning happier (and more loyal) customers - as we have said many times before, 
both private and retail customers appreciate the efforts that other companies put 
into caring for the environment. This is particularly important in logistics, where on 
one hand quick deliveries and easy returns are expected, but on the other hand there 
is an emphasis on eco-solutions and the clever integration of all these needs into one 
coherent and transparent whole.

• New and more sustainable partnerships - customers are of course the heart of every 
business, but by focusing on them we must not forget our business and corporate 
partners. According to research carried out by HBR, it appears that major market 
players are proudly using the United Nations Global Compact or the Carbon Disclosure 
Project’s (CDP’s) Supply Chain Program, which allows them to assess how their suppli-
ers are performing in terms of environmental sustainability62. All the more reason to go 
the green business route.

• Attracting new investors - more hard data: in 2006, 63 investment companies worth 
$6.5 trillion in assets had signed up to the UN’s Principles for Responsible Investment 
project and pledged to incorporate environmental, social, and governance (ESG) prin-
ciples into their investment strategies. By 2018, this number had increased to 1,715 
companies with assets of $81.7 trillion63.

• Last, but not least: easier recruitment - nowadays, every advantage in recruiting Con-
sumers, manufacturers, and eCommerce supply chain participants alike are launching 
more and more initiatives aimed at reducing CO2 emissions and being carbon footprint 
neutral. This plethora of ideas within the broader “green logistics” framework affects 
both customers’ satisfaction and loyalty. They are increasingly aware of their nega-
tive impact on the environment, so they apply so-called eco-selectivity. 

 
In response, online stores are demonstrating concerns for the environmental impact of 
their operations. They are taking costly measures in their infrastructure and operations, 
and customers are willing to pay higher prices for services that will contribute to lower 
CO2 emissions. This system of interconnected vessels will certainly benefit the further 
popularization of eCommerce, in this case in terms of green solutions. 
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Green logistics should be understood as a holistic set of improvements covering 
both warehouse logistics and distribution, including last mile logistics, as well as 
returns management. Each of these areas of the supply chain is important and they 
all interact with one another. Therefore, we should not focus solely on each of these 
elements individually. For reliable companies and supply chain participants, going 
green is not a cost, and implementing green solutions should not be made for brand 
image purposes. Green logistics in the long run brings real savings for both service 
providers and their customers, as well as for the planet.
 
That is why, as an industry, we are aiming high. For example, PostNord, that Direct 
Link is part of, is committed to showing that it is possible to achieve completely 
fossil free transport and operations by 2030. The transition roadmap that the com-
pany has named Green by PostNord will be in line with the Paris agreement. On the 
way toward fossil free operations and transport in 2030, our brand has established 
a half-way target of reducing our total carbon footprint by 40% in 2025 compared 
to 2020. Another important target is to achieve emission-free last mile transports no 
later than 2027. This is where electrification of logistics fleets becomes essential.
 
Linker Cloud promotes the idea of a fulfillment network, which ensures that ware-
houses are well-located close to customers and that last mile logistics and returns 
handling are accurately taken care of.
 
Packhelp focuses on eco-packaging and Cushman & Wakefields on green warehous-
es. Each of us is making a contribution to the fight for a better and greener future.
 
We strongly encourage you to join us in the direction of sustainable logistics.profes-
sionals matters. Young professionals are much more likely to work for companies that 
embody their values. This is also confirmed in data collected by Yale University in 
collaboration with the World Business Council for Sustainable Development and the 
Global Network for Advanced Management64.

 
of conclusion... 
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